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National legislation in energy efficiency sphere

Sphere of energy efficiency in Ukraine has more than 200 legislative acts:

- 10 Laws of Ukraine;
- 15 Decrees of the President of Ukraine;
- 120 Resolutions of the Government;
- Other by-laws.

Currently energy efficiency sphere has 50 national standards of “Energy saving” group

Basic laws which regulate relations in energy efficiency area are:

- About energy saving
- About electrical power
- About alternative kinds of fuel
- About alternative energy sources
- About combined production of heat and electrical energy (cogeneration) and usage of waste water potential
- About gas (methanol) of coal deposits
Main legal acts on energy efficiency and renewables stimulation

Laws of Ukraine:

- On changes to some legislation acts of Ukraine on energy saving measures stimulation
- On changes to some legislation acts of Ukraine on "green" tariff implementation
- On changes to the Law of Ukraine "On electroenergetics" on the use of alternative type of energy stimulation
- On gas (methane) of coal deposits
- On changes to some legislation acts of Ukraine on biological types of fuel production and utilization favor
Legislation of Ukraine foresees energy efficiency economical stimulation:

- Exemption of imported energy saving equipment from paying import duties (tax rate – 10 %) – in force from 2008.
- Exemption of imported energy saving equipment from paying value added tax (tax rate – 20%) – in force from 2008.
- Exemption of enterprises which produce renewable fuel or energy efficient equipment from paying profit tax (tax rate - 25 %) – will come in force after acceptance by the Government a list of relevant equipment.
- Exemption of enterprises, which implement energy saving technologies from profit tax to 50% (tax rate - 25 %) – in force from 2008.
- Usage of “green” tariff for electricity produced from renewable energy sources (“green” tariff is calculated of the highest retail tariff for industrial consumers on 01/01/2009 in euro equivalent, multiplied by from 0,8 to 4,8) – in force from 2009.
Improvement of legislation and National standards system design in the sphere of energy efficiency

Laws of Ukraine adoption

- On efficient use of fuel resources (On energy efficiency)
- Relations regulation, connected with the use of energy resources by implementation of mechanisms of stimulation, responsibility, informational, scientific and financial providing, adopted to legislation of EU.
- On changes in Laws of Ukraine on renewable sources of energy
- Design of approval system for renewable energy, adopted to EU legislation.
- On changes in the Law of Ukraine “On combined production of heat and electric energy (cogeneration) and use of waste potential”
- Design of approval system for cogeneration energy, mechanisms of cogeneration development acceleration, administrative procedures simplification.

NAER planned to design more than 600 national standards on determining of industrial processes energy intensity during 2009-2015
NATIONAL AGENCY OF UKRAINE ON ENSURING OF EFFICIENT USE OF ENERGY RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
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